To our patients of the Eger Eye Group:
We hope this email finds you healthy and seeing well. Even during a global pandemic, we want you to know that
our care continues for you beyond your eyes. Last year at this time, we received an order from the CDC to halt
all non-essential eye care which placed our practice into pandemic mode. It was quite a challenge, but our
terrific doctors and staff mobilized and we were able to remain open for emergency and essential care while
many practices closed their doors altogether. I am so proud of our Eger Eye team as they rallied and assisted in
implementing safety and disinfection measures to resume all care last May. Our practice continues to remain
diligent with those safety and sanitizing measures that allow our office to remain open and accessible for our
community. In fact, we did not have one reported case of Covid-19 amongst us in 2020.
With every crisis comes opportunity. We continue to offer telehealth services when indicated, curbside
dispensing of contacts and glasses, deliberate disinfection and safety measures, and a Priority List that actively
reduces appointment waiting times. Moving 2 months of patients was a tall task and created some waiting for
scheduled exams, but Brenda continues to actively manage the Priority List to move appointments and reduce
appointment delays. We installed a new Optomap device that allows for touchless, enhanced retinal imaging,
and often allows for an exam without dilation thus reducing exam time. Dr. Amber Ewonce, who joined our
practice last summer, continues to get rave reviews. And we are very excited to announce that we have an even
newer addition to our practice that certainly will enhance and provide greater access for care.
Dr. Veronica Constantine has joined our group and now the Eger Eye Group has a second location @ 400
Rouser Road, Bldg. 2, Suite 100 in Moon Township. Dr. Constantine has been practicing therapeutic optometry
for 34 years and is a wonderful clinician. Later this year, Dr. Ewonce will join her and provide additional care in
the Moon office. This will allow another option for our patients and will likely help reduce wait times for
examinations. Certainly, all urgent and emergent situations will remain a top priority in scheduling. We will meld
the two offices with technology that will allow for a cohesive experience regardless of what doctor or office you
visit. More updates to follow.
“Getting together is the Beginning. Seeing together is Progress. Staying healthy together is our Vision!”
Take care,
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